
"It is important to support the change process 
ontinuously and procedurally structured.
A holistic view with employees from all affected 
departments and hierarchy levels ensures a higher 
level of acceptance and understanding regarding 
the introduction of Microsoft security solutions."

In the last few years, we experienced that especially Microsoft Security projects do 
not close the moment all configurations are done. Creating the right processes and 
being prepared for the worst case is an integral part of those projects! We therefore 
put special emphasis on the operationalization and creation of processes related 
to your new security solutions. Based on our experiences from previous customer 
projects and Microsoft best practices, during sepago adapt together we will build 
and establish processes to enable your organization to fully use all M365 Defender 
features. The purpose of the conception and definition of the new processes is a 
structured "incident handling and remediation" process, as well as perspective
implementation in an ITSM or documentation in a "process warehouse" for
regulatory purposes. The full potential of the technical security solutions used is 
leveraged in this module.

The challenge of finding new skilled employees is one which we are all aware of. Our 
answer to this challenge is sepago SOC. sepagoSOC is our offering for
Managed Security Services as a complete solution in the Microsoft ecosystem.

Our goal is to ensure the optimal protection of your infrastructure, endpoints,
identities, SaaS applications and data through the interplay of always-on advice in 
the ever-changing cloud world, our deep expertise in securing multi-layered
technology and our solid, reliable performance.

With the integrated Microsoft 365 Defender solution, sepago can work with our 
security experts to piece together the threat signals each of these products
receives and determine the full scope and impact of the threat: how it entered the 
environment and how it is currently impacting the organisation and could do so 
without remediation.
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In Modern security solutions for a modern way of working
Even before the global pandemic starting in 2020, the way we work has been 
changing fundamentally. A lot of organizations moved to working from home at 
least partially to provide their employees with more flexibility and the ability to 
create a better work/life balance. For IT departments, this means completely new 
requirements in building a secure modern workplace to enable business continuity: 
the growing number of networked devices requires complex security mechanisms, 
while simultaneously keeping to internal compliance guidelines and strict data
protection obligations. On the other hand, attackers have not been sleeping in the 
last years and are constantly developing new attack vectors.

From securing endpoints to securing collaboration both with internal and external 
stakeholders and securing identities in- and outside the cloud, the Microsoft 365 
family provides organizations with many answers to the described challenges. As 
data protection is also an integral part of security, Microsoft Information Protection 
can strengthen the security posture even further.

But where to start? And which solutions in which order are the right for you?

Every organization is different. And still there are principles and tools which every 
organization can leverage for them, like the Zero Trust principles. Following this 
principle, we at sepago have created a proven way towards the Microsoft 365 
Defender suite for our customers. We therefore propose the sepago Security Deep 
Dives – from PoC to Production.

After discovering the Zero Trust concept, we introduce our sepago Cyber
Security Check. This tool is a great way to get a first overview about where on the 
road towards security you as an organization are today. In several detailed sessions, 
we will move through all Microsoft Defender solutions and give you a detailed 
overview about the solution and the corresponding portal. Each session is between 
2 and 4 hours long. Combined with a detailed customer assessment, this enables us 
to create a custom roadmap which shows your way towards the Microsoft Defen-
der solutions.

The detailed combination of Deep Dive sessions can vary from customer to
customer, but an example could look like this:
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Introducing the Zero Trust concept

sepago Cyber Security Check

Securing endpoints with Microsoft Defen-
der for Endpoint and Microsoft Defender 
AV 

Securing collaboration with Microsoft De-
fender for Office 365

Securing identities with Azure AD Premium 
Plan 2

Securing identities with Microsoft Defen-
der for Identity and Microsoft Defender for 
Cloud Apps

Securing data with Microsoft Information 
Protection

New tools, new processes? No issue with 
sepago adapt!
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